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welcome

A message from fastjet Chief Executive Ed Winter

Our value-for-money
service is off to a
great start
K
aribu kwenye Ndegeyetu.

I would like to give you my

personal welcome on board

fastjet, Africa’s newest airline.

Our first few months of operations
from Dar es Salaam have certainly shown
the demand for reliable and low-cost air
travel. In the first months of operation
we flew around 75,000 people on flights
between Dar es Salaam and Kilimanjaro
and Mwanza. That meant that our aircraft
were 79 per cent full. That is quite an
achievement for the first month. Those
people who booked early were rewarded

For far too long, airline
passengers in Africa have
had to endure unreliable
services. fastjet is changing
all that, giving you an
airline that operates to
international standards and
provides the levels of service
and reliability you deserve.
with really low fares; 43 per cent of our
passengers in December paid just US$20
plus taxes. We lived up to our promise
of reliability; we flew the month with
no cancelled flights and an ontime
performance of 99.7 per cent.
Our customers have ranged from
businessmen and politicians to traders,

travelsmart
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people connecting with friends and family

smart people who get things right first

and, in fact, many people who have never

time. We charge you only for the things

flown before. Instead of taking a day

you want; most airlines charge everyone

or two travelling by bus to see family in

for food, drink, baggage, lounges,

Mwanza, people have been taking a short,

frequent flyer clubs, etc whether you

comfortable and reliable flight on fastjet.

want them or not. We let you choose what

Since the start of 2013 we have been

you want and only pay for what you want,

busy getting permission to launch flights

thus keeping costs low. But low cost does

to many regional destinations from Dar

not have to mean low quality. I hope you

es Salaam. We are also looking at further

will all leave this flight really surprised at

bases from which to launch flights,

the quality and value for money offered

fulfilling our vision of becoming a truly

by fastjet.

pan-african low-cost airline. Make sure
you register at fastjet.com to be among

International standards

the first to hear about new routes and

for far too long, airline passengers in

special offers. also follow fastjet on

africa have had to endure unreliable

Twitter or ‘like us’ on facebook to see

services. fastjet is changing all that

up-to-the-minute commentary from our

giving you an airline that operates to

customers.

international standards and provides

We will continue to offer lots of really

the levels of service and reliability

low fares – as low as US$20 one way

you deserve. In our initial months of

(excluding government taxes and airport

operation, the team here at fastjet

charges) for those customers who book

have shown that we can deliver on that

early. at the moment, average fares for

promise.

african regional passengers are four times

Whether you are a first-time flyer or a

more expensive than those enjoyed by

regular air traveller, on business, visiting

european airline customers. at fastjet, we

friends or relatives or a tourist, thank-you

intend to change that and make air travel

for flying with fastjet. If you enjoyed your

affordable to many more people. We will

flight, tell all your friends; if you think we

be the people’s champion, democratising

can do something better, please let me

air travel.

know.

Eﬃciency

Yours sincerely

for those of you not familiar with how
low-cost airlines work, let me give you a
short explanation. We make sure that we
use all of our assets – aircraft, equipment

ed Winter

and people – really eﬃciently. We employ

chief executive Oﬃcer

Welcome to the second edition of Travelsmart
– fastjet’s inflight magazine.
This second edition of Travelsmart follows
the launch in november 2012 of the magazine’s
first issue, which was produced to coincide with
the new airline’s first flights from Dar es Salaam.
Three months or so on from that historic
inaugural flight, fastjet has achieved what it
set out to do – that is, to change the face of
africa’s aviation sector by offering affordable,
safe and reliable travel.
now, as Issue 2 is published, fastjet is poised
for the second stage in its development
as it adds a select range of international
destinations to its route network.
Travelsmart, too comes of age with this
second edition as the magazine takes a jaunty
view of what’s new and interesting in eastern
and southern africa.
for good or ill, a new Big Brother africa will
soon be upon us. Travelsmart looks ahead
too and asks whether this season can match
the drama, the manipulative psychology and
clever innovation of earlier series.
In what is our home patch of Tanzania, we
take a trip to delightful Mafia Island, profile the
up-and-coming woman golfer angel eaton
and review the Bella napoli restaurant in Dar.
further afield, there are chimpanzees in
Uganda, footballers in the comores and we
test drive the new Honda crV.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of
Travelsmart and I very much welcome any
comments from passengers.

gary gimson Publisher

LOOK OUT
FOR...
Angel Eaton: Driving
ambition of a young
sportswoman inspiring
a generation (Page 12)
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fastjetnews

fastjet

NewsDesk

East Africa’s favourite airline –
11th February, 2013

WHY MR GREY IS KING
OF THE HIGH FLIERS
When fastjet was born, we wanted not only to deliver the
most reliable service in africa but also to create its most
engaging airline. Mr grey, our mascot, represents both
the continent’s incredibly diverse wildlife and the sense
of fun and adventure that we believe flying should be. We
are amazed how our flying model and brand has been
embraced and in just two months we have become east
africa’s favourite airline – at least, according to facebook.
We regularly receive feedback and support from over
36,000 fans who talk to us on a daily basis.
Thank-you!

Kilimanjaro Marathon – 3rd March, 2013

CLIMB EVERY MOUNTAIN –
TILL YOU FIND YOUR DREAM
Like a marathon, launching a new airline takes an incredible amount of
preparation; and that is why we at fastjet were very excited to be able to
sponsor this year’s event at Kilimanjaro. The gruelling 26-mile run departs
from Moshi Stadium heading along the main road to Dar es Salaam before
the steady incline towards Mweka, via Moshi Town. With Mount Kilimanjaro
towering in the background, the uphill climb is well supported by local
villagers. Passing through coffee and banana plantations, the route is as
spectacular as it is tiring. The deafening welcome at the stadium lifts the
spirits of returning runners.
Maybe next year we’ll see a team from fastjet compete?

Followfastjet
www.fastjet.com
www.facebook.com/fastjet
www.twitter.com/fastjet
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SO PROUD OF OUR
NEW MASAI PILOT
To underpin ‘Smart Travel’ we are always on the
look-out for the best flight crew and pilots to fly our
modern fleet of airbus 319 aircraft. We are extremely
proud that our most recent recruit, William Zelothe
Stephen, a Masai from Tanzania, has just qualified
from training to fly for fastjet. after leaving azania
Secondary School here in Dar es Salaam, William spent
three years studying wildlife management before
training as a commercial pilot in the USa. He has
worked for Tanzania national Parks as a pilot and park
warden – so
we’re looking
forward to
your in-flight
commentary,
William.
Welcome on
board….

fastjetnews

‘Live in Dar’ – 25th January, 2013

LIVE MUSIC ROCKS THE FANS IN DAR
There is no better example of how much fun Dar es Salaam is than the ‘Dar Live’ concert
at Mbagala. Thousands of people congregated on 25 and 26 January to catch up with
friends, meet new ones or simply to come and listen to some of the region’s best musical
entertainment. The fastjet team were at the festival to answer any questions about our new
airline, to sell tickets and of course, to enjoy the event.

Tusker Carnival Mwanza –
December, 2012

STAR PERFORMER
KOFFI FLIES IN
WITH FASTJET
at last year’s Tusker carnival one
of africa’s most popular and
best-selling artists, Koﬃ Olomide,
performed in Dar es Salaam and
Mwanza. everyone at fastjet was
proud to have been involved as a
sponsor of this great event, flying
Koﬃ and his entourage between
cities over the festival weekend.

travelsmart
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BigBrotherAfrica

WHY
is a force for
good in Africa
By Gary Gimson

W

hat is this craze for Big

unify their countries through diversity.

Brother Africa? As one of

A new twist to the ordinary acted TV

the biggest reality shows,

series and soaps has been turned into

it is fun to watch and has become more

reality. Big Brother is becoming more

and more popular since its launch in

imaginative, informative and creative.

2003.

The ability to separate fact from fiction

Now, Season 8 auditions are taking

has led to experimentation with emotions

place and still there is much excited

and inspires various forms of cultural

anticipation across the continent. The

expression such as music, art, cooking

contestants represent 14 countries,

and games.

thus helping to bring the nations of
Africa closer. The selection includes

Fascination

people who represent a diverse range of

In the past, I couldn’t help watching

class, ethnicity, gender, social roles and

the show so I could relate to the

occupations.

experience that the audiences perceive

One of the notable successes of Big

as entertaining. The concept of the

Brother Africa has been to provide a

Big Brother game is so interesting and

place for people to interact, socialise and

engaging. The profile of each participant

8
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And the winner is...
Right: Keagan is the
winner of Big Brother
Africa 2012. The
presentation of the
US$ 300,000 prize at
the grand finale was
the climax of the reality
show

BigBrotherAfrica

travelsmart
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BigBrotherAfrica

is placed under the spotlight to make it

education. This has helped them

easy for elimination. The viewers and fans

campaign on these problems and find

can watch, think critically and analyse

solutions.

based on the character or personality

Big Brother Africa has opened the

is to maintain peace. This has released a
BBA 2012
Above: Housemates
from different parts of
Africa spend 91 days in
the same house

negative side of different personalities
and diverse cultures living together.
There is bound to be conflict among

they prefer to the very end. This explains

way to outsourcing funds from sponsors

housemates. Culture differs from society

the show’s influence and the picture it

to help educate and inform the outside

at times, causing tensions that can lead

portrays in the continent.

world. For example, the Coca-Cola

to conflict.

Opportunity
Big Brother Africa has impacted positively

campaign has encouraged young people

Owing to the difference between

to get involved in farming to help deal

rates of social change, the moral norms of

with food scarcity.

society have been questioned by viewers.

on the careers of previous contestants,

When many countries come together,

many of whom are now in the spotlight.

they can face up to challenges that might

The harmony of living together creates

have seemed impossible otherwise. There

a spirit of peace, love and unity. This has

are many ways in which an individual

focused on the abilities of the contestant,

in the 21st century can help make a

making it easier for those seeking out

difference. Universal access to the

specific talents.

internet has created new and innovative

Big Brother Africa has impacted
positively on the careers of
previous contestants, many of
whom are now in the spotlight
Finally, Big Brother has empowered

ways. People can shape and share their

young people by giving them a voice

continent, participants have become

identity and express themselves. Since

and a democratic means of contributing

ambassadors. Contestants have been

it was launched, Big Brother has been a

to the debate about what is holding

assigned various roles, acknowledging

powerful tool for social sites.

back development, undermining our

By examining the reality facing the

their talent in music, art and modelling.

Independently, Big Brother Africa

freedom and destroying democracy. This

We have seen them displayed publicly

is raising awareness of a new world

reflection is a perception in the place of

as they tackle issues affecting their

of possibilities. Taking action in areas

the contestant and the viewers.

countries such as poverty, disease,

affecting this continent is a vital step in

the environment, human rights and

promoting peace. The greatest challenge

Big Brother Africa is here to stay as the
strength is in numbers

travelsmart
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AngelEaton

Angel’s driving
ambition to inspire
young sportswomen
‘I was always told, never surrender, just be
determined, think positive all the time’

12
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AngelEaton

By Tony Shoo

QUOTE
QUOTE
QUOTE

A

ngel Eaton took up golf at the
age of 16 and has since enjoyed
a string of successes to become

one of East Africa’s most outstanding
female golfers. She is still only 22.
Angel had played tennis for two years
before being introduced to golf by her
grandfather, Pelle Sivarvar, who died
earlier this year, and by another female
golfer, Ayne Magombe. She began to
attend the driving range at the Gymkhana
Club in Dar es Salaam on a daily basis.
Since leaving school, Angel has
dedicated herself to golf, with a strict
routine that starts early each morning
with exercises and up to three hours on
the range before breakfast. Angel then
plays nine holes. “I run and do pilates
for golf, to help my swing and reduce
injuries,” she explains. “If I don’t keep
my legs strong with regular exercise, the
distance of my drives and second shots
will be affected.”

Determination

Outstanding golf
Left: Going for the putt
Above: A caddy is a
girl’s best friend

A combination of fierce ambition,
strong self-discipline and a real passion
for the sport have propelled her along
the challenging path to becoming a
professional golfer. One cannot fail to
be struck by her maturity, shaped in
part by the various personal and career
challenges she has confronted. Her late
father brought her up from an early
age and she was often left with her
grandparents while he travelled for work.
Angel’s greatest influence has been her
grandparents, who first taught her to grip
a club, worked to find financial support

travelsmart
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AngelEaton

Perfect swing
Above: driving
force

and continuously offered wisdom to the

to missing the contest owing to lack of

rising golf star. “I was always told, never

sponsorship. At the last moment, her

surrender, just be determined, think

grandparents came to the rescue and

positive all the time,” says Angel.

she achieved a dazzling four-stroke

Connection

received at South Africa’s prestigious

plays golf at the same club as her

Silver Lakes Golf Academy, which led to a

granddaughter. Being brought up with

dramatic improvement in her game, with

golfing grandparents is not Angel’s

her handicap coming down from seven to

only sporting connection. She is the

zero. Angel especially relished the chance

great-granddaughter of the legendary

to sit with a coach after finishing nine or

Jackie Robinson, best remembered for

18 holes in order to receive constructive

triggering the integration of professional

feedback. “The golf exercises and the

sports in the USA by breaking the colour

design of the course made me consider

barrier in baseball. His story is told in the

my game plan,” recalls Angel, who wants

upcoming movie ‘42’ by Warner Bros and

to secure the finance to resume this

Legendary Pictures.

valuable professional support.

Some of this sporting success

travelsmart

seven months of intensive coaching she

Her American grandmother regularly

has evidently rubbed off on Angel,

14

win. A key factor in her victory was the

Going professional

who has won a series of regional golf

Angel dreams of turning professional,

competitions, including the 2012 Uganda

but in Tanzania it’s a tough prospect.

Ladies Open. Remarkably, she was close

The country lacks suitable courses,

coaches and clinics to treat sports

by a sense of respect for her

injuries. There is a serious lack of

competitors.

sports funding in Tanzania. The

When asked about sporting

issue is compounded for Angel

heroes Angel immediately names

because corporate sponsors

the American golfer Tiger Woods.

prefer to support teams rather

She is also an admirer of Sweden’s

than an individual competitor. As

Annika Sörenstam, regarded by

Angel explains, however, help has

many as the greatest female golfer.

come from unexpected sources.

Closer to home, a constant source

“Tanzanians who have been

of inspiration is fellow sporting ace

impressed by my achievements

Rehema Athumani, one of Tanzania’s

have helped me with sponsorship,

greatest tennis players, who trains

together with companies like

at the same club as Angel. These

Woolworth,” she says.

sporting talents often share their

These sponsors, together with
family finances, have enabled her to
compete in Uganda, Kenya, Zambia
and South Africa. She has rewarded

problems, offer mutual support and
celebrate their victories together.

Amateur champion

her supporters with a string of

Angel’s most recent victory was

victories against local rivals like Hawa

the Tanzania Ladies Amateur

Wanyeche, Ayne Magmobe and

Championship at Dar es Salaam in

Madina Iddi. Further afield she has

December 2012. Over 70 golfers

racked up wins against top regional

from Tanzania and Zimbabwe played

players such as her friend Flavia

in the open tournament and Angel

Namakula from Kampala.

Eaton won the contest for the

‘Tanzanians who have been
impressed by my achievements
have helped me with sponsorship’
Funding is also proving an

second consecutive year. No doubt

obstacle for young women wishing

Angel’s burning desire to excel in

to emulate her success. Angel

her sport will see this tenacious

is passionate about sharing her

competitor lift many more trophies

skills with young people. “I am

in the coming year. Her prospects

always telling girls who want to

on the course, however, are closely

play golf that they need proper

tied with a campaign for funds

equipment,” she says. “Often they

to replace her clubs and travel to

borrow my clubs to start with and,

competitions. Finding this support

if possible, slowly acquire their

will provide an opportunity for

own.” Her sense of fellowship

the country to see the emergence

towards younger players and rivals

of its first female professional

together with a profound respect

golfer. Tanzania should be proud

for the spirit of the game reflect the

of this outstanding sportswoman,

admirable sportsmanship she has

who sees herself as a role model

demonstrated since hitting her first

for women across the nation as

golf ball. A relentless drive to win

they strive to achieve goals and

has always been counterbalanced

ambitions

travelsmart
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ComoresFootball

Soccer brothers
with stars in their eyes

T

he Comores may not feature on a

brothers who form part of this Comores

English League 1 (third-tier) team Oldham

list of the world’s top footballing

diaspora. Both are now earning a living

Athletic. Oldham is a club located less

nations. In fact, Les Coelecantes

by playing professional football in

than 20 km from Old Trafford, the home

are listed a lowly 194th (out of 207) in

Europe – albeit not at the highest level.

of Manchester United, and even closer to

the FIFA rankings.

Both are enjoying rave reviews of their

Manchester City’s Etihad Stadium, but in
almost every other respect the team is a

On the face of it, the Comores,
with a population of just 750,000, have
little chance of progressing far in major
tournaments, although they may take
heart from the strong performance of
minnows Cabo Verde in this year’s Cup of
Nations in South Africa.

Like Cabo Verde, Comores
has a secret weapon in the
form of a diaspora to bolster
its national team

world away.
Oldham’s stadium has a capacity of just
10,500 people and currently it has only
three sides (the fourth was demolished
for redevelopment, but the money ran
out). But Oldham reached the semi-finals
of the FA Cup as recently as 1990; and in

Like Cabo Verde, however, Comores
has a secret weapon in the form of a

performances, so keep a close watch on

1992 Oldham were founder members of

diaspora – especially in France – to

the fortunes of Mohamed and Youssouf

the English Premier League, although they

bolster its national team.

M’Changama.

didn’t last too long in the top flight.

This situation is best illustrated by

Twenty-two-year-old Youssouf is a

two young Marseille-born footballing

left-sided midfielder who plays for the

The Latics
It has been downhill for Oldham ever
since, however, and even this season the
team have been down on their luck and
have suffered from poor league form in
recent months.
Nevertheless, Youssuf started for
The Latics (as Oldham are known) in
the recent 3-1 FA Cup win over giants
Liverpool; although he had to go off
early in the first half soon after assisting
with Oldham’s first goal. He now looks
set to miss the rest of the English season

Pic © Oldham Athletic FC

Pic © FootballeursPros.fr

Youssouf M’Changama

Mohamed M’Changama

Born: August 29, 1990 (age 22), Marseille
Height: 1.75 m
Weight: 70 kg
Position: Midfielder
Teams: Oldham Athletic AFC (No 20 /
Midfielder), Comoros National Football
Team (Midfielder)

Born: June 8, 1987 (age 25), Marseille
Height: 1.87 m
Weight: 79 kg
Position: Forward
Teams: Amiens SC (No 8 / Forward),
Comoros National Football Team
(Forward)
Pic © Oldham Athletic FC
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Pic © Oldham Athletic FC

and is back in France recuperating. As

Meanwhile, Youssouf’s elder brother

Travelsmart went to press, Oldham were

Mohamed (‘Momo’) is also a professional

due to play Liverpool’s other Premier

footballer. He still lives in France and plays

League team, Everton, in a replay in the

for Amiens in Ligue 2. Like Youssouf, he is

next round of the FA Cup.

a Comorian international.

Youssouf joined the club in early 2012
as a trialist and made only 10 first-team

Africa Cup of Nations

appearances in the second half of the

Momo has had a tougher route than

2011/12 season but has been a regular for

Youssouf into professional football and

Oldham this season.

even considered giving up the game.

A spokesman for Oldham Athletic said

But he has battled his way up from the

“Youssouf sticks to his strong religious

bottom; originally playing for Aubagne

beliefs and reads the Koran several times

in the sixth level of French football. His

every day”.

impressive performances for Aubagne

Youssouf has made five appearances
for the Comores national side.
Before signing for Oldham, Youssouf
played for the French clubs CS Sedan
Ardennes (Ligue 2) and Troyes AC (Ligue 1).

Pic © Oldham Athletic FC

resulted in a move to Gardanne and then
to Nîmes Olympique and in 2010 he made
his professional debut for the club.
In November 2010 Momo played
for Nîmes against Troyes, a match that

brought the two M’Changama brothers
The beautiful game
Top: M’Changama in
action
Above: Celebration
time
Left: M’Changama
keeps his eyes
on the prize

together on the professional football field
for the first time.
So, when the next Africa Cup of
Nations comes around in Morocco in
2015, look out for the men from the Indian
Ocean. If Cabo Verde can do it, then so
can the Comores

travelsmart
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MafiaConnection

This sleepy
Swahili paradise
has got it all

I

t doesn’t matter if it’s Dar es Salaam
or Detroit, Nairobi or London, the
calibre of the traffic jam is always the

same, and it’s always world class. There is
only one way out of the bump and grind
of city gridlock and that is to escape to
the Indian Ocean island of your dreams.
But which one? Well, here’s an idea:
why not head for Mafia Island.

18
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MafiaConnection

As a holiday destination, Mafia has
got it all; not only blue water, coconut
palms, luxury resorts, friendly guest
houses, shady beach bars and
wonderful seafood – but much more
Where is Crusoe?
Main picture: Paradise
on Mafia Island
Far left: Fish served
by the campfire

travelsmart
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MafiaConnection

Key facts
Area: 822 sq km
Location: 160 km south of Zanzibar at
the mouth of the Rufiji Delta.
Wildlife highlights: 400 species of fish,
48 species of coral, turtle (green and
hawksbill), dugong and whale sharks.
Where to stay: There is a range of
low-cost but basic options in Mafia’s
main town, Kilindoni, but most of the
luxury resorts are in Chole Bay. Visitors
can also camp on the beach on Nororo
Island and Baracuni Island.

Serenely located off the coast of

safaris with sightings of turtles, dugongs

Tanzania, Mafia is one of the 15 coral-rag

and whale sharks and the chance to

islands of the Mafia Archipelago, set in

observe some 400 species of fish and 48

the sapphire-blue waters of East Africa’s

species of coral through the perennially

largest and least-known marine park,

warm and clear waters. Alternatively, you

Mafia Island Marine Park.

might like to sample the deepsea fishing,

Twenty thousand years ago the

go boating in the mangrove swamps,

archipelago was part of the mainland of

enjoy some water sports, watch a dhow

Tanzania; but then it went its own way.

being built or visit Swahili ruins dating

While the mainland became busy, Mafia

back to the 12th century described as

has remained a sleepy Swahili paradise

‘potentially the Pompeii of East Africa’.

where little has changed in centuries.

Mafia also offers two diverse historical

As a holiday destination, Mafia has got it

snapshots. In 1915 it was a base for one of

all; not only blue water, coconut palms,

the most dramatic naval battles of the First

luxury resorts, friendly guest houses,

World War in East Africa, in which the German

shady beach bars and wonderful seafood

battleship ‘Konigsberg’ was sunk. And in 2003

– but much more.

it yielded an exceptionally rare specimen of

Venues
As one of the best dive venues in Tanzania,
Mafia offers pristine coral gardens,
alive with fish, shells, sponges and sea
cucumbers. It features a 200 metre
deep crevasse in the floor of the Indian
Ocean less than a kilometre offshore and
guarantees magnificent wall dives. Here,
visitors can laze with groupers, giant reef
rays, great barracuda, kingfish, bonito,
snappers and bluefin trevally.
If diving is not your thing, Mafia also
has some of East Africa’s best marine
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the ancient coelacanth fish, which according
to fossil records has remained virtually
unchanged since the age of the dinosaurs.
Best of all, Mafia has few cars or other
vehicles, so traffic jams simply don’t exist

Leafy palms
Above: Nature at
her most beautiful
Below left: First
steps
Below right: The
guiding light, Mafia
Island lighthouse

What to do: Game fishing for marlin,
shark, kingfish, barracuda and red
snapper (best September to March),
diving, boat excursions, dhow trips,
snorkelling, whale shark safaris (October
to April), turtle-hatching observation, fruit
bat sanctuary and several Swahili ruins.
Getting there: Daily scheduled flights
(40 minutes) from Dar es Salaam and
Zanzibar to Mafia Airport. Sailing dhows
also offer services that connect Kilindoni
to the mainland.
Did you know?

The whale shark, which breeds in the
sea grass of Mafia Island Marine Park,
is known as Papa Shillingi because,
according to local legend, the fish got its
spots when God threw shillings at it.

foodforthought

Restaurant Bella Napoli

A magical voyage of
gastronomic discovery

T

he authentic taste of Italy

was the grilled riavullilo (smoked cheese)

tiramisu was a hugely generous portion of

offered at Bella Napoli makes

filled with black olives and a hint of chilli

calories and caffeine that pudding lovers

this Masaki restaurant one of the

served with ham or fresh tomatoes. Bella

will find hard to resist.

most outstanding dining experiences

Napoli’s mozzarella, ricotta and riavullilo

If you like an Italian wine with your

in the city. The formula is simple:

cheeses are all skilfully made by the chef.

meal, you will find a Villa degli Olmi Pinot

contemporary Italian dishes, made with
fresh ingredients and served by helpful
staff in a relaxed setting.

Cooked to perfection

Taste of Italy
Left: Fresh and delicious
Top: A welcoming
entrance
Above: Intimate
ambience

Bianco and a Fazi Battaglia Verdicchio on
the white wine list. The red wine choices

The mains were equally exciting, cooked

include Chianti, Barolo and Dolcetto

to perfection and beautifully presented.

d’Alba. Coffee can be accompanied by a

on the patio terrace set in an attractive

The pumpkin and prawn risotto was

shot of Grappa spirit or almond-flavoured

family-friendly garden. Both are cool and

flawlessly prepared and generously dusted

Amaretto liqueur.

intimate places to enjoy a great-value

with parmesan cheese. The risotto was

romantic dinner, or to simply treat your

wonderfully infused with a seafood flavour

once you have sampled the magical

loved ones to a truly indulgent menu of

from the market-fresh prawns. Another

menu of Bella Napoli. It has something for

outstanding Italian cuisine. There is an

‘fishy triumph’ was the ravioli filled with

everyone keen to enjoy a gastronomic

impressive selection of extraordinary

shellfish and served in a zucchini sauce. It is

journey through modern Italian cuisine

fresh pasta and pizza options on the

clear that the kitchen’s command of Italian

menu. Mains also include such treats as

cuisine is accompanied by a real talent for

grilled lamb, lemon marinated chicken,

picking the best offerings from the city’s

lobster thermidor and tuna medallions.

fish market.

There is a choice of dining inside or

By Tony Shoo

A return visit is almost guaranteed

Restaurant Bella Napoli

was a wooden board of impressive

innovative. The trio of chocolate-almond

530 Haile Selasie Road, Masaki, Dar es Salaam
Tel: +255 222 600 326

antipasto including dry-cured ham, salami

Capri cake, a sweet cone filled with

(Lunch Sat-Sun, Dinner Tue-Sun, Closed Mondays)

and mozzarella. This was accompanied by

Chantilly cream and lemon profiteroles

delicately fried chicken, prawns, calamari,

(the star of the show) accompanied by

spinach and potato. Equally impressive

slices of fresh fruit was simply divine. The

Our starters were wonderful. There

Our deserts were sophisticated and

www.bellanapolitz.com
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Productreview

Apple iPad mini

is aPPLe’s eYe-catchiNG
taBLet worth the
eXtra MoNeY?

f

ollowing the revolutionary launch

original iPad and, while reduced weight is

of the iPad in 2010, the market

to be expected from a smaller product,

is groaning under the weight of

this is also lighter than the competitors:

tablets. Trends have taken the tablet

the Nexus 7 and Fire HD are both heavier,

into smaller territory, with consumers

by 83 g and 35 g respectively. The iPad

demanding affordable high performance

mini also has a 7.9” screen, larger than the

in an increasingly compact package.

standard seven inches of the mini tablet.

‘The ipad mini is only half
the weight of the 10” original
ipad and, is also lighter than
the competitors: the nexus 7
and Kindle fire hd’

For the usually cutting-edge Apple,

This is a more comfortable size for film-

movement towards the 7” tablet has been

watching or gaming but still maintains

relatively slow. A lighter, smaller product,

its hand-held quality. Screen quality is a

there are serious competitors without

with travellers in mind, was a natural

minor fault, however, as this gadget lacks

the premium price. And with the recent

progression; but competition on price

a high definition screen, which can be

announcement of the Kindle Fire HD 8,

may also be a raison d’être for the iPad

noticeable when watching HD content

the tablet wars look set to continue

mini. The Kindle Fire HD and the Google

or reading text. It is even

Nexus 7, which has an impressive spec,

more noticeable when

have dominated the 7” tablet market,

competitors are adding

offering high performance at a fraction

HD screens as standard.

of the price of the original iPad. With so
much competition, it has to be asked:

user-friendly

what does the iPad mini have to offer?

The iPad mini offers style,

Of course, the sleek Apple design,

prestige and user-friendly

with ergonomic curves and brushed

interfaces with a larger

metal aesthetic, is pleasing – as

screen than the average

one would expect from a leader of

compact tablet, but

technological design. Moreover, the iPad

maintaining the

mini is only half the weight of the 10”

hand-held style.
Upholding Apple’s
high standards,
the iPad mini is the
natural answer for

screen
protector
The new smart
cover for the iPad
mini will ensure a
scratch-free screen

a cheaper, lighter
and more compact
way of owning an
iPad and is perfect
for travel. However,
this product still has
a top-of-the-line price
tag for a 7” tablet and
All pics © Apple inc.
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latestreleases

latest
releases
Bookworm
In The House of the
Interpreter

The Prodigal Daughter

by Ngugi Wa Thiong’O

by Patricia Nmukoso Enyi

Following the critically acclaimed memoir ‘Dreams in a Time of War’, the
novelist’s second volume tells of his formative years in the British-ruled
Kenya of the 1950s. An education at the first secondary school for Africans
in Kenya is a sanctuary for Thiong’O; but this is starkly juxtaposed with
the Mau Mau uprising, which leads to incidents such as returning from
school to find his home razed to the ground and his family relocated. ‘In
the House of the Interpreter’ is a portrait of a young person caught in the
politics of civil unrest and an insight into the formative experiences of a
world-renowned author and literary critic.

Sixteen-year-old Loyce Amaechi is a young woman born to an upper-class
Nigerian family. Living in Houston, her family have raised their child with
traditions and strict Catholicism. Loyce is expected to complete college
before dating or marriage can be considered; and with such rules, it is not
long before peer pressure causes Loyce to clash with her parents. When
she falls in love with Quintin, her family reject the relationship because he
is not a Catholic and Loyce is sent away to Nigeria. Losing all faith in God,
Loyce finds support and courage through a new friendship with a young
woman called Sherry.

The Past Ahead

No Time Like the
Present

by Gilbert Gatore

by Nadine Gordimer

Isaro, a student living in France, vows to return to Rwanda after hearing
of a massacre in her native country. Orphaned and exiled, Isaro’s return
is not easy; but the act of writing helps her to process the horrific
reality of recent events in Rwanda. Her fictional character, Niko, is
forced to become a killer when the massacring army reaches his village.
Niko becomes mute, living as a social outcast in a cave with gorillas
in an attempt to escape his feelings of guilt. The painful memories
that plague Niko are an echo of Isaro’s as the novel unpicks the truly
incomprehensible aftermath of brutality.
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Set in a suburb of Johannesburg in the period from the mid 1990s to
2009, ‘No Time Like the Present’ follows the lives of Jabulile and Steve, an
interracial couple tentatively making their way through post-apartheid
South Africa. The couple both formerly fought for Umkhonto we
Sizwe, the armed wing of the African National Congress, and now find
themselves negotiating the suburbs of a rapidly changing nation. Steve
becomes a university lecturer and Jabulile a lawyer. Their story, and that
of their friends and families, captures the essence of a nation in transition
and looking to define its future.

latestreleases

BlockBusters
Django Unchained
Starring: Jamie Foxx, Leonardo DiCaprio, Christoph Waltz
Director: Quentin Tarantino \ Genre: Drama, action, Western
The latest offering from Quentin Tarantino promises to be as controversial as you
would expect. ‘Django Unchained’ is the story of Django, an ex-slave who has been
bought, freed and trained by a German bounty hunter. After learning the skills of the
bounty hunter, Django is determined to track down a brutal Mississippi plantation
owner in order to rescue his wife.

Lincoln
Starring: Daniel Day-Lewis, Tommy Lee Jones, Sally Field
Director: Steven Spielberg \ Genre: Drama, historical, biography
Nominated for 12 Academy Awards including Best Actor (Daniel Day-Lewis) Best
Picture and Best Director (Steven Spielberg). The long awaited, Spielberg-helmed
‘Lincoln’ focuses on the final months of the President’s life as he strives to reunite the
country and end the bloody Civil War through the abolition of slavery.

A Good Day to Die Hard
Starring: Bruce Willis, Jai Courtney, Mary Elizabeth Winstead
Director: John Moore \ Genre: Action, thriller, crime
John McClane is back for an action-packed fifth instalment of the Die Hard franchise.
The story takes us to Russia, where New York City cop John McClane finds himself a
fish out of water, teaming up with his estranged son, Jack, to regain control of nuclear
weapons and stop the machinations of the Moscow underworld.

Wreck-it Ralph
Starring: John C. Reilly, Sarah Silverman, Jane Lynch
Director: Rich Moore \ Genre: Animation, adventure, comedy
The latest animated feature from the Walt Disney Studios plunges the viewer into a
computer game world where Wreck-It Ralph is the bad guy who longs to be the good
guy. Seeing his chance, Ralph sneaks into a new game where he can be the hero – but
with dire consequences that threaten every game in the arcade.

Quartet
Starring: Maggie Smith, Billy Connolly, Michael Gambon
Director: Dustin Hoffman \ Genre: Comedy, drama
Hope is key in Dustin Hoffman’s directorial debut. Based on Ronald Harwood’s stage
play, Quartet approaches attitudes toward aging with comedy and a lightness of
touch. Set in Beecham House, a home for retired opera singers, the annual concert is
always held on Verdi’s birthday. However, this year it has some teething problems as
the newest resident, grande dame Jean Horton, brings old grudges back to life.
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NgambaChimps

Island sanctuary for chimps
is an unforgettable trip

By Solomon W. Jagwe

QUOTE
QUOTE
QUOTE

I

grew up in Uganda, but I had never

Entebbe, and is accessible either by

seen a live chimpanzee, let alone

speedboat (about 45 minutes) or by

ventured further than a few feet into

motorised canoe (about one and a half

Lake Victoria.
Lilly Ajarova, executive director of
the Chimpanzee Sanctuary & Wildlife

hours).

Triumph from tragedy

on its own can support only three in terms
Sanctuary
Above: A wonderful
place for chimps
Right: Beautiful
creatures

of available vegetation. The Ngamba
Island team has to supplement that diet
with food from the mainland.
There is a tranquillity here and a mood
of harmony with nature. The soft breeze

Conservation Trust, was shocked to learn

The beauty of the island belies the

from Lake Victoria creates a peaceful

that I had never visited Ngamba Island

tragedy that brought the chimps to

atmosphere.

and had never seen a chimpanzee. She

this refuge. Ngamba is home to several

The island offers facilities where

said I must make the trip.

bird species as well as monitor lizards.

visitors can spend the night and enjoy

It offers visitor quarters surrounded by

the glorious atmosphere. There are

with the sound of cormorants racing

beautiful landscaping and shaded trees.

spacious tents with comfortable beds

alongside, I thought about why this island

In the centre of the island is a caged area

and well equipped bathrooms. The

sanctuary had been created. And why

reserved as an overnight sleeping area for

accommodation includes balconies with

chimpanzees had been brought to this

the chimps.

views of the fine sunsets on Lake Victoria.

During the boat journey to the island,

place from as far as Burundi and South
Sudan.
Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary
is located on Lake Victoria, 23 km from
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Lilly explained that offering the chimps
a place to sleep away from the forest
helped keep the forest intact. Over 40
chimps are housed here and yet the island

Even as you relax on this inviting
island, it is worth remembering the real

NgambaChimps
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NgambaChimps
reason why this sanctuary was created.
Deforestation has decimated a large part
of the chimpanzees’ natural habitat in
Uganda. Encroachment is a big problem,
fuelled by the illegal trade in charcoal. This
depletes the natural forest cover that has
been a home for these primates for years.
This is not simply a zoo or a fun
destination. The purpose is to offer
chimpanzees that have been captured by
poachers and rescued by rangers a chance
to be rehabilitated and reintegrated into
the wild whenever possible.
I learnt from Lilly that 25 per cent
of the chimps in the wild have been
observed to have missing limbs, owing
to the influx of traps. This has had a
devastating effect on their natural

classroom and wait for his turn to be called.

movement and migration.

It was fun to watch the process as he put his

Dedication

hand up again and again until he was full.
Over time, the chimps have found

helping; but the larger budget needed to
Safe at last
Above: Time to relax
Below left: Living in
harmony
Below: Rescued

maintain the island and allow it to receive
additional chimps is dependent on
donations, and these have declined as a

All the chimps brought to Ngamba Island

ways to treat their own ailments, such

have made a remarkable recovery and are

as worms. They have figured out that

Volunteers are welcome to visit for a

much healthier than when they arrived,

a plant called luwawu, with extremely

period of time and share in the effort to

scared and traumatised from the ordeal

rough leaves, can be used as a deworming

rehabilitate the rescued chimps

of being snatched from their natural

implement. They roll the leaves up and

habitat and sold to bush meat dealers by

swallow them without chewing. Guides

poachers.

report finding these leaves in chimp

I was touched by the dedication
of the men and women who have
devoted so much time to cataloguing
the experiences of the chimps and
monitoring their improvement.
Highlight of the day was watching

excrement with worms attached to the
abrasive leaves.

Visit

result of the global financial situation.

Highlight of the day was
watching the chimps emerge
from the forest and make their
way to the feeding area

Challenges still exist as the island is not
designed to replace the natural habitat of

the chimps emerge from the forest and

the chimps. The sanctuary is a stepping

make their way to the feeding area. This

stone to where the chimps ultimately

is overlooked by a platform from which

need to be and a return to their original

they are fed with vegetables and fruits.

homes. Medical supplies and equipment

The intelligence of the chimps was on full

are needed to treat the animals whenever

display. One seemed to have perfected

injuries are incurred, especially during

the art of drawing attention and receiving

thunderstorms. The island has a large area

the reward without a struggle. All he had

of forest cover, but that is not enough

to do was put his hand up as if he was in a

to feed all the chimpanzees, so there is a
need for more food.
It is well worth taking the time
to visit the island and offering your
support. The Chimpanzee Sanctuary
is a non-governmental organisation
(NGO) and relies heavily on donations
and support from within and outside
the country. The tourism aspect is
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For reservations:
Tel: +256 414 320662
Cell: +256-772-221880
Email: reservations@ngambaisland.org
www.ngambaisland.org

KidsCorner

JOKE TIME!

Kids
Corner

Q. What wears glass slippers and
weighs over 4,000 pounds?
A. Cinderelephant

Q. How do you make an apple
turnover?
A. Roll it down a hill!

ASK A SILLY

RIDDLE
ME THIS...

A bus driver went down a street in New York.

What goes up
and down but
doesn’t move?

QUESTION...
She went the wrong way down a one-way
street, went through a red traffic light without
stopping, turned right when there was a sign

Answer: A staircase

saying ‘No right turn’ and went on the wrong
didn’t break any laws. Why not?

What gets wetter
the more it dries?

OFF THE PERCH

Answer: She was walking
Time for a nice
relaxing walk in
the forest...

!

RRR

GR

Answer: A towel

side of the road, right past a policeman. But she

Q. Why did the elephant sit on
the marshmallow?
A. So he wouldn’t fall into the hot
chocolate.

Q. How do you know if there’s a
dinosaur in your refrigerator?
A. The door won’t shut.

Q. What makes pirates such good
singers?
A. They can hit the high Cs.

Q. What did Cinderella say when
her photos didn’t show up?
A. Some day my prints will come.

Good

wolf!?

..

AA.

AA
AAA

What was I
Z!
BZZZ

OUCH!

thinking?
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A319

A319: fastjet’s
workhorse aircraft
Y
ou are now flying on an Airbus

fact, it is perfect for the short-haul routes

A319.

that fastjet operates and plans to operate

3x3 configuration, Airbus offers

In addition to the standard 124-seat,

across Africa. And the aircraft’s reliability

an option with a seating

fastjet before, then this may be a new

also explains fastjet’s impressive and

capacity of up to 156 passengers – a

experience, as the A319 is new to Africa.

sector-leading On-Time Performance

If you have not flown with

Have you also wondered why Africa’s
low-cost carrier fastjet chose this
particular aircraft when it opted to launch

(OTP) figures of nearly 100 per cent.

Plentiful

flights in late 2012?

The A319 is also in plentiful supply and

Maybe not.

easy to lease from the global aircraft

But there’s a very good reason why

leasing market; allowing fastjet to rapidly

fastjet has introduced the workhorse A319

expand its network in the knowledge that

to Africa, even though the aircraft was

additional capacity is always available.

more or less unknown in the continent’s

Built in Hamburg, Germany, the A319

The A319 is remarkably
reliable, amazingly versatile,
really easy to maintain and
highly fuel-efficient
version much favoured by low-cost
airlines, including fastjet and also

skies and type approval was needed

is, in fact, a slightly shortened derivative

Europe’s easyJet. The aircraft competes

before it could even operate on certain

of the A320, Airbus’ popular single-

directly with Boeing’s 737-300 and

routes.

aisle jetliner. The highly versatile A319

737-700, two aircraft that are also popular

is perfect for certain markets, enabling

with no-frills carriers.

In essence, the A319 is remarkably
reliable, amazingly versatile, really easy

carriers to benefit from the aircraft’s

to maintain and highly fuel-efficient. In

range options and seat layout flexibility.

According to Airbus: “The A319 has
the same optimised cabin cross-section

The A319
Left: graceful landing

Pic © Christopher Parypa / Shutterstock.com
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A319

Iconic livery
Right: Proud pilot
William Zelothe
Stephen stands in front
of a fastjet A319 (see
news story on Page 6)

as the other A320 family members and

Swissair, Air Canada, Lufthansa,

has the widest single-aisle fuselage on the

Northwest, United, US Airways and

market. Its wide aisles are ideal for fast

British Airways. More than 500 have been

turnarounds. The A319 is said to have the

ordered in total.

longest range in this category of airliner.”

Popular choice

As at February 2013, fastjet operates
three A319s with more on the way. So
the aircraft – in its snazzy grey parrot

Other carriers aside from fastjet and

livery – will soon be a familiar sight right

easyJet that operate the A319 include

across Africa

For further information on the
fastjet fleet including facts and
specifications visit the Fleet
Information page (Page 40).

Pic © KENCKOphotography / Shutterstock.com
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CityGuide

cityguide
Prepare to be enthralled by modern, magical

Johannesburg
J
ohannesburg is a place that
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Johannesburg – also known as

invariably astounds first-time

Jo’burg, Jozi and eGoli (the place of

visitors, whether they are from

gold) – has a place in the psyche of most

elsewhere in Africa or from outside

Africans south of the Sahara. For more

the continent. Its scale is enormous.

than a century, people have flocked to

The steel, glass and chrome of its

the city from far afield, seeking a share

skyscrapers fully justify its description

in the fabulous wealth created by gold

as the New York of Africa. And its

and secondary industry. They came from

cutting-edge technology confounds

distant parts of South Africa itself; from

every negative stereotype of Africa.

elsewhere in the subcontinent; and from

Johannesburg is an up-to-the-minute

the equatorial regions. They came also

city that works. There is nothing quite

from Europe, the Americas and Australia.

like it anywhere else in Africa.

Johannesburg is a giant melting pot of

CityGuide

peoples and cultures of all kinds. With

to experience the atmosphere of the gold

its unique combination of skilled labour

mines through such activities as a descent

and high technology, it has created an

into an authentic mine shaft, panning

economic engine unequalled in Africa and

gold by hand and seeing molten gold

a relatively wealthy consumer market of

being poured into ingots.

ZIMBABWE

NAMIBIA

BOTSWANA

MOZAMBIQUE

SWAZILAND

some 10 million people.
This burgeoning powerhouse shows

for magical illusion as well. On a hilltop in

Johannesburg has no fewer than seven

the northern suburbs, the visitor comes

major, multi-function shopping malls that

upon what appears to be a quaint Italian

are the equal of anything to be found in

village. Montecasino looks Tuscan or

shopping centres. It has a range of hotels,
from super-luxury to affordable. It has
classy casinos with entertainment add-ons.
It has a top-class airport – O.R. Tambo

SOUTH
AFRICA

Johannesburg. But the city has a capacity

itself to the visitor in various ways.

America or Europe, plus a spread of smaller

Johannesburg

That is part of the authentic story of

QUICK FACTS

Jo’burg’s cutting-edge
technology confounds every
negative stereotype of Africa

International, named after a long-time
leader of the resistance to apartheid – and

Umbrian, but in fact it’s a giant gaming,

a smoothly functioning system of urban

retail, entertainment and leisure complex

transport. The streets are well lit, well

with a casino hotel, conference facilities

covered by CCTV cameras and reasonably

and a range of themed restaurants, shops

safe (though visitors are always advised to

and a theatre.

be on their guard against crime).

City of gold

They are something Africa simply has not

The city and suburbs are attractively laid

seen before. As Pliny the Elder said: “Ex

out with an alternation of parks, tree

Africa semper aliquid novi [Out of Africa

cover and 12 river systems. The trees

always something new]”

Currency: South African Rand (ZAR)
Country code: +0027
Population: 3.2 million
Climate: Mild and dry
Languages: There are 11 languages spoken
throughout Johannesburg including
English, Afrikaans, Setswana and Sesotho.
Transport: Lacking convenient public
transport, Johannesburg is geared
towards private motorists and many
residents rely on informal minibus taxis.

WORTH A VISIT

Gold Reef City and Montecasino are
just two of Johannesburg’s surprises.

LESOTHO

New York of
Africa
Main pic: Magical
city
Below: Nelson
Mandela Bridge
and Johannesburg
at sunset

Apartheid Museum
Thought-provoking – and often brutal
– reminders of South Africa’s history are
housed in this architecturally interesting
building.

are as artificial an achievement as the

Gautrain

buildings. The city is on a high plateau of

the world’s largest man-made forest.

In a city not best know for public
transport, Gautrain is Africa’s first worldclass rapid rail and bus service for the
province of Gauteng, the economic
heartland of South Africa.

The high-altitude climate is cool and

FNB Stadium

dry. The city has an average of 12 hours

Called Soccer City during the 2010
World Cup, this stadium is a multi-event
venue.

grassland. Few trees occurred naturally,
but exotic ones have been planted and
have flourished. Johannesburg now has

of sunlight a day. And for visitors who
wish to experience bushveld and Big Five
wilderness, the giant Kruger National Park
and various provincial and private nature
reserves are only hours away by road.
Johannesburg supplies 40 per cent of
the world’s gold from the world’s deepest
mine shafts. Gold is what created the
city and visitors are able to combine the
gold mining experience with shopping
or casino gambling by visiting Gold Reef
City. Located on the site of one of the

Lion Park
Situated 45 minutes from Johannesburg
by car, the Johannesburg Lion Park is a
‘must see’.

SAB World of Beer
The story of beer told in a Disneylandstyle multimedia extravaganza. Video,
sound, music, light shows, automatons.
Beer told in every way imaginable.

early mines, Gold Reef City allows visitors
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TurningJapanese

Honda CR-V

What a difference a
makeover can make…
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TurningJapanese

SPECIFICATIONS
Available engine size, fuel type and
transmission
MODEL

W

MPG CO2

(combined) (g/km)

can’t rest on your laurels;

2.0 i-VTEC (Petrol)
Manual 2WD

39.2 168

the only way is forward. And

2.0 i-VTEC (Petrol) Manual

38.2 173

hen it comes to cars, you

when it comes to the latest incarnation

2.0 i-VTEC (Petrol) Automatic 37.7 175

of Honda’s SUV staple, the CR-V, moving

2.2 i-DTEC (Diesel) Manual

forward can only have been a good thing.

50.4 149

2.2 i-DTEC (Diesel) Automatic 42.8 174

The last CR-V was, well, mediocre (and
that’s being kind). Sure, it was roomy and

The following features come as
standard on the new CR-V:

reliable, but the styling was forgettable, the
steering felt like it was attached with rope,

• 17” alloy wheels

and in tight corners it handled slightly worse
than a hovercraft. Unsurprisingly, Honda

fuel economy has improved and the

• Fabric upholstery

went back to the drawing board and fixed

suspension delivers both a comfortable

• Dual zone climate control

the problems. The result is astounding. The

ride and confidence-inspiring handling.

• Cruise control

Well priced, flexible, safe

• Electric adjustable heated door
mirrors

The CR-V works well as a soft-roader, its

• Driver seat height adjust

2013 Honda CR-V feels like a completely
different car. And that’s because it is.
Outside, the awkward stepped grille
is gone, and in its place is an elegant

all-wheel-drive system directing power

V-shaped three-bar chrome unit. The sides

to the back wheels to increase grip

have been smoothed over, the aerofoil

when needed. Honda can sell you a less

• Rear seat centre armrest

glasshouse improved, and the strange

expensive (and slightly more efficient)

• One-motion 60/40 split fold rear seats

‘stamped’ tailgate has been replaced by

version with two-wheel-drive. Don’t

something that looks finished off.

bother – stick with AWD.

• Intelligent multi information display
(i-MID)

Makeover

The 2013 Honda CR-V feels
like a completely different
car. And that’s because it is

The interior of the CR-V is now fresh
and modern and, despite the hard
plastics that abound, it looks premium.

• Driver seat power lumbar support

There’s heaps of space, especially for
tall second-row passengers, while the

• 1CD FM/AM tuner
• Auxiliary socket / USB connection
• Multi-function steering wheel
• Vehicle stability assist (VSA)
• Trailer stability assist (TSA)
•	Hill start assist (HSA)

Honda’s CR-V is well priced, flexible,

boot has 556 litres of space, expanding

safe, drives well and looks the part. If this

•	Hill descent control (HDC)

to 1,648 litres with the rear seats down.

is proof of a turnaround by Honda, then

• Paddle shift

Loading cargo is ridiculously easy thanks

good times may well be ahead.

• Idle stop

to Honda’s Magic Seats, which tumble

So, Honda, how about that new NSX...

• Engine immobiliser

and fold with just one lever.
The drive experience has been given a
makeover, too. Now, the steering actually
feels connected to the car and cornering
becomes a joy instead of a close-youreyes-and-hope-for-the-best experience.
The engine doesn’t need to be tortured

• Perimeter security alarm
A different car
Main pic: AWD softroader
Above: Elegant chrome
Left: Interior design

•	Halogen headlights
• Daytime running lights (DRL)
• Shift indicator light (SIL)
• SRS cut-off switch

to go anywhere, it’s quieter inside,
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www.raha.com
sales@raha.com
+255 688 111 222

1/4pg
125mm high x 87mm wide

P.O. Box 3030, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Tel: +255 (0) 22 264 7620
info@hotelwhitesands.com

www.hotelwhitesands.com
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The fastjet

network
Juba

Entebbe
Kigali

Mwanza

Kilimanjaro
Dar es Salaam
Moroni

fastjet routes
planned routes
Johannesburg
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VISA INFORMATION

TANZANIAN VISAS

Most nationals require visas to enter East Africa. Citizens
from the five East African states require no visas while
those from the Common Market of East and Southern
Africa (COMESA) member states have relaxed entry
requirements into East Africa.

All foreigners from non-Commonwealth countries are required to have a
valid visa unless their countries have agreements with Tanzania under which
the visa requirement is waived.

However, East African member states have their own visa
requirements for various nationals.

Exemptions: Citizens of Commonwealth countries are not required to obtain
visas unless they are citizens of the United Kingdom, Canada, Nigeria, India,
Pakistan, South Africa, New Zealand or Australia.
Tanzanian visas are issued by the following:
• The office of the Director of Immigration Services, Dar es Salaam, and the
office of the Principal Immigration Officer, Zanzibar.
• Entry points to the United Republic of Tanzania: principally Namanga,
Tunduma, Sirari, Horohoro, Kigoma Port, Dar es Salaam International
Airport, Kilimanjaro International Airport, Zanzibar Harbour and Zanzibar
Airport.
• Any other gazetted entry point.
• From Tanzania High Commissions or embassies abroad.
For more information on Tanzanian diplomatic missions visit: www.tanzania.go.tz

HEALTH
Vaccination requirements for international travellers
• No cholera vaccination certificates are required of
travellers coming from all over the world.
• Only valid yellow fever vaccination certificates are
required of all travellers over one year old, arriving
from yellow fever infected countries mainly in central
and West Africa, South and Central America South
East Asia, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh.
• Vaccination for international travellers are obtainable
from all international air and sea ports, city and major
municipal councils
NB: Make sure you get your yellow fever shot in good
time since the yellow fever certificate is valid for travel
use 10 days after vaccination.
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UGANDAN VISAS
The easiest way of getting a visa to Uganda is by purchasing it at the entry
point, Entebbe Airport or any border station. This is very possible for tourists
coming into Uganda. All you need to do is pay US$50, fill in the application
form with passport dates and information. The visa issued is valid for 90 days.
You can also get a visa by applying online if you a citizen of the following
countries, USA, UK, South Africa, Russia, Japan, Italy, India, Germany, France,
Denmark, China, Canada, and Belgium. All you need to do is to download the
application from the embassy website of your country of origin.

TravelInformation

SOUTH SUDAN VISAS

SOUTH AFRICAN VISAS

Any visitor going to South Sudan through Khartoum
requires a valid visa. Visas are issued through the South
Sudan Embassy.

Visitors’ visas are a requirement for many travellers
entering South Africa on a temporary basis. The purpose
of visit can be for either business or leisure but is
restricted to 90 days or less when using a visitors’ visa.
For longer trips a different type of visa is required and
information regarding this can be obtained from the
Department of Home Affairs.

The Republic of South Sudan has missions in Kenya, Egypt,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Uganda, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC), Zimbabwe, Nigeria, South Africa, Australia,
Norway, Belgium, the UK, Germany, France, Turkey, Libya,
China, India, Italy, Canada and the USA.
Immigration regulations stipulate that anyone going to
South Sudan and wishing to travel outside of Khartoum
needs a travel permit from the Government of South
Sudan. Those travelling to South Sudan from Kenya,
should visit the South Sudan Embassy in Kenya.
Requirements:
• All applicants to launch their visas in person
• Passport must be valid for at least six month and
presented on submission of application
• Two recent colour passport-size photos
• Yellow fever vaccination card
• Letter of invitation and intent Standard Visa fees
payable by balance transfer to:
Government of South Sudan Special Permit Account
Bank: Kenya Commercial Bank; Sarit Centre Branch.
A/C No. 402004247

The visa application must be produced on arrival and
visitors are restricted to the activities given as the
reason for travel during the visa application process. For
a smooth trip, ensure that visas are applied for before
departure as they are not issued on arrival in South
Africa. Moreover, the visa must be fixed to a passport and
shown to immigration upon landing. Visa applications
do not need to be submitted in person but can be
submitted on behalf of the traveller, for example, by a
travel agent.
There are other visa requirements that must be adhered
to for entry into South Africa:
• A valid passport needs to be produced which must
not expire for at least 30 days after the duration of the
intended visit
• At least one full, unused page left in the passport
• Travellers also require a completed application for visa
form

Fees:

• A yellow fever vaccination certificate if over one year
of age and travelling from a yellow fever belt country

• Multiple entry: US$250 (six months)/US$400 (one year)

• Documentation confirming the purpose of stay

• Single entry for countries with common boarder with
South Sudan: US$50

• Two colour passport photographs

• Single entry for other African countries: US$100
• Single entry for European and US citizens: US$100
Processing period:
• Two working days

• A return or onward ticket is also a necessity
There is a fee associated with obtaining a visa, this fee
can change often but can be checked by contacting the
Department of Home Affairs in South Africa. For this and
further information on visa requirements for entering
South Africa visit www.home-affairs.gov.za
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fastjet

fleet information

Airbus A319 QUICK FACTS
Length:
33.84 m / 111 ft
Wingspan
34.1 m / 111 ft 11 in
Cabin length
23.78 m / 78 ft
Maximum speed
Mach 0.82

Height
11.76 m / 38 ft 7 in
Maximum capacity
156 seats
Range
6,850 km / 3,700 Nm
Number of aircraft
3

fastjet

contacts
TANZANIA CONTACTS
fastjet Tanzania
Plot No 767/39, Suite No. 1, Samora Avenue, Dar es Salaam
P.O. Box 38639 Upanga

Sales: +255 685 680533
Email: sales.tanzania@fastjet.com
Email: customer.tanzania@fastjet.com

Double Tree Hilton
Sales: +255 685 680536
Julius Nyerere International Airport
Sales: +255 685 680538
Samora Avenue (next to Steers Restaurant)
Sales: +255 767 007903
Safasha Plaza, Nyerere Road
Sales: +255 685 680537

Booking Agents

Greener flights through
innovative design
fastjet operates a fleet of A319 jets manufactured by Airbus as part of the A320 family
of aircraft. Identical to the A320 except in length, the A319 is a single aisle twinengine jet designed to carry 156 passengers. These highly efficient aircraft have a
low environmental impact, while the innovative wing tip Sharklets can reduce fuel
consumption by more than 3.5 per cent. Moreover, comfort has been improved for the
smaller jet, thanks to an increase in overhead storage and a reduction in noise in the
A319. In addition, the state-of-the-art A319 has a wide single-aisle fuselage, which gives a
generous seat width, thus helping to maintain the high level of comfort that modern air
travellers have come to expect.
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fastjet Tanzania & Dar es Salaam Call Centre
Ticketing & Reservations Office
Plot No. 767/39 Samora Ave. (next to Steers Restaurant)
Opening hours 08.00 - 20.00

Mobile: +255 685 680 533
Mobile: +255 658 680 533
Mobile: +255 767 007 903

fastjet at Kilimanjaro International Airport
Tel: +255 756 540540
Tel: +255 27 2554282
Arusha Town Booking Office
Blue Plaza, 2nd Floor, India Street

Tel: +255 783 540 540

Mwanza Town Booking Office
New Mwanza Hotel, Ground Floor, Kenyatta Road

Tel: +255 767 540 543

www.fastjet.com

